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Motivation – Universities and Global Challenges

“…requires new cross-disciplinary approaches, integrating different energy 

technologies, energy systems, energy economies and markets, and importantly, 

embracing new regulatory frameworks, and understanding consumer behaviour and 

societal and cultural dimensions.”    (Action Agenda)

Effective solutions must address:
• the whole energy system

• the interface with an informed society, citizens, policy

• and use of resources.

➢Interdisciplinary working – reflecting complexity

➢Challenge-based approaches

➢Collaborative Cross sector working

➢Sustainable solutions



The UNI-SET Project
• Collaboration: mobilising universities to address the skills 

gap: Building a community of experts through the UNI-SET 
FP7 project 2014-2017 https://www.energy.eua.eu/

• 500+ Participants

• 130+ Universities

• 100+ Organisations, NGOs, etc.

• 40+ Companies

• 40+ Countries

➢ Solid foundation for success

https://www.energy.eua.eu/


More details available…

Main Outputs

1. Roadmap

2. Action Agenda

3. Atlas of Energy Education

4. Employers’ Survey

5. 14 inputs to SET-Plan 
consultations

https://energy.eua.eu/ @EUA_Energy



Universities                          Global Challenges

• Text

Durham University
Anthropology

Archaeology

Biosciences

Business School

Chemistry

Classics and Ancient History

Combined Honours in Social Sciences

Computer Science

Earth Sciences

Education

Engineering

English Language Centre

English Studies

Foundation Programme

Geography

Government & International Affairs

History

Law School

Liberal Arts

Mathematical Sciences

Modern Languages & Cultures, School of

Music

Natural Sciences

Philosophy

Physics

Psychology

Sociology

Sport and Exercise Sciences

Theology & Religion

• Role of universities, place in society
o Source of new knowledge, understanding
o Place of education and training
o Advocates for societal development

• Aligning aims with global challenges
o New Structures
o New Approaches
o Working across boundaries



An “Action  Agenda” for European 
Universities

• Action Agenda for European Universities

• Input from 100+ energy experts

• Enable the development of the actions set out
in the Roadmap for European Universities
in Energy

• Adoption of new innovative approaches to
learning, teaching and research: Novel
framework and approach for structuring new
energy-related programmes

• Bridging skills gap in higher education and
business sector

• Greater interaction between universities and
other energy stakeholders including European
and national policy makers, industry and
citizens

• Specific examples in key areas of energy
technology: Energy Efficiency; Smart Grids
and Systems, Integration of Renewables

http://bit.ly/action_agenda



What does this mean for 
Universities?

• How do providers of Doctoral and Masters education 
respond to this challenge?

Upgrade & 
innovate own 
programmes

Collaborate with 
society and 

industry

Update learning 
& teaching

Break down 
disciplinary 

barriers
More flexibility 

New 
interdisciplinary 
working – new 

insights



Main recommendations

• Skills and knowledge development need to go hand 
in hand

• Focus on new learning approaches

• Rethink the role of the educator

• Institutional support for interdisciplinary education 
and research

• Combine breadth and depth in “T-shaped” 
educational programmes

• Pay attention to Lifelong Learning 

• Leverage digital opportunities



Strategies to enable change

•High level support – institutional commitment to 

interdisciplinary working

•European level Coordination and Support – common 

approaches to research and education, shared repositories

•Culture Change in universities – possibly reflected in 

evolving institutional structures

•Support and development opportunities for staff – need 

to create a community of practice towards interdisciplinary 

working

•Role of different disciplines – agreed and clearly 

articulated: must “add value”

•Overall design should be a coherent programme not a 

complex programme



Strategies to enable change 2

•Variety of learning approaches in addition to core of 

learning by research, include professional skills, role of 

digital and blended learning

•Case Studies and Challenge based problem solving

•Cross sector collaboration – essential. Doctoral 

candidates must experience: policy, industry, citizens…

•Life long learning, needs to be seen as a lifelong 

challenge, build in culture of continuous CPD

•Context Matters – programmes must be designed for 

local requirements

•Communication – clear open communication amongst all 

parties

http://bit.ly/action_agenda (pages 9-10)



Example from Action Agenda



Towards a successful energy 
transition in Europe?

•Emergence of new career trajectories in sustainable and 

renewable energy and energy systems

•Need to develop a dynamic and skilled work force

•Need new approaches to protect Earth’s valuable resources

“A Clean Planet for All”

•Knowledge and skills gaps

✓Need for a European-level silo-breaking activity in higher 

education

✓Need for new educational pathways

•Universities are key stakeholders in the energy transition

•They provide knowledge, education, research and skills 

development  → talent pipeline

European Green Deal



Concluding remarks
•Universities responsible for evolving education and training 

programmes

•Role of university programmes in solving global challenges – A public 

good? 

• Training adds value to education process

• Interdisciplinary approaches can add insights and additional context

• Training develops individuals

• Intersectoral and industry collaboration add value and perspective

•Creating a new generation of problem solvers

•Not just disciplinary experts, able to solve complex energy challenges

• Increasing policy and advocacy role – need for “experts”

• Voice of universities must be heard, respected and acted on in Energy 

and Climate Debate and all Global Challenges

•Get involved

The place of universities in society?

@DEI_Durham @EUA_Energy



Thank you for your attention

Questions

Comments

Discussions



Important need for universities to 
get involved

•Universities have vast resource of knowledge, 

skills and expertise

•Important role in understanding complex 

problems from multiple perspectives

•Producing clear evidence to inform policy 

decisions at European level

•Opportunity to get involved?

•Join the debate to make a difference – call for 

papers currently open 



University collaboration: relevant 
industrial and societal actors?

•Collaborative approach: cross-sector university 

activity with industrial and societal stakeholders

•Inclusion of external stakeholders in the overall 

strategic development of education, training and 

research programmes

•External stakeholders include companies, NGOs, 

municipalities, regulatory bodies, European 

Associations, public authorities and other 

stakeholders in the energy transition?



Implications for university 
programmes

•Preserving integrity of core doctoral or masters element

•Original research, advanced scholarship, advanced skills: 

analytical, communication, professional and transferable 

skills

•The important role of effective structure

•A global context: 

➢ Ethics, Globalisation, Digitalisation, Sustainability

•Adding context enriches research and enhances effectiveness 

of learners to understand the wider context of their research 

•Opportunities to learn from other sectors



Short History of EUA-EPUE

• 2008 EUA Invited as observer on EERA Executive Committee – newly 
created SET PLAN

• 2009 Established “European Platform of Universities engaged in 
Energy/Energy Technology Research” EPUE – supported by Steering 
Group

• 2010 EUA Launched Survey of university activities in Energy (171 
responses)

• Torbjørn Digernes (NTNU) appointed as Chair by EUA Council

• 2011 EPUE Submission on “Energy Roadmap 2050”

• 2012 Inaugural Meeting of Platform at TU Delft (180 Participants)

• SET Plan Roadmap on Education and Training

• 2015 Formal Memorandum with EERA

• 2014-2017 UNI-SET Project

• 2018 EUA Energy and Environment Platform approved by EUA Council 

• 2018 Meeting University of Lorraine, “European Universities for a Clean 
Future”



A practical example “Energy 
Efficiency”

•Professionals in all energy relevant disciplines must have a 

fundamental understanding of:

➢Energy efficiency technologies in industry, buildings and 

transport

➢Energy efficiency planning methods in industry, buildings, 

transport and spatial planning

➢Simulation tools for the definition of heating/cooling energy 

demand

➢Actor interaction to achieve systemic energy efficiency

➢Behavioural aspects of energy efficiency

➢The role of individuals

➢How technology interfaces with society at different levels



EUA Energy and Environment –
The Future

A.Mission and objectives of the EUA Energy and Environment Platform

1. Support policy and advocacy at EU level

2. Foster outreach and societal engagement

3. Facilitate networking and clustering

4. Strengthen research and education

B. Governance: Steering Committee and Chair – EUA Council 

C. Membership – open to all EUA Members

D. Policy Development

1. European Commission

2. Role in SET-Plan Process (Roadmap, Policy Input Papers, WGs)

3. ETIP SNET (Membership of Governing Board)

4. Other Stakeholders (EERA, InnoEnergy, ESEIA, EUREC)



A human rights assessment (HRA) toolbox for 
(Flemish) universities
Koen Verlaeckt
Secretary General Flemish Interuniversity Council



Overview

1. Context

2. Presenting the HRA toolbox

3. The way forward
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1.Context
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1.1.Human rights in a nutshell

• Fundamental rights to which every human being is entitled

• Three major types:
• Civil and political rights (e.g. the right to life, the right to freedom of expression, …)
• Economic, social and cultural rights (e.g. the right to education, the right to equal pay for equal work, 

…)
• Solidarity rights (generally collective in nature, e.g. right to development, the right to a healthy 

environment, ...)

• Human rights are protected at three different levels:
• National (state and components)
• Regional (inter-state cooperation, like Europe)
• Global (cooperation between states, like United Nations)

4



1.2.The breeding ground of the HRA toolbox

• Academic freedom is one of the guiding principles for universities

• VLIR has a long tradition of speaking out publicly on grave human rights 
violations, both inside and outside of Europe

• The emphasis in our work lies on harmonizing, aligning and refining
existing relevant practices at individual university level, provided our
members agree

5



1.3.The process

• University rectors tasked an ad hoc working group of human rights experts 
to develop recommendations for a human rights assessment toolbox that 
can be used as a practical instrument of self-regulation.

• The wording of the final document required a delicate balancing act 
between human rights principles and the reality of strategic priorities that
govern a university’s policies on research, higher education, international
relations and corporate administration. 

• The report was approved in October 2019. An English translation is 
available at https://vlir.be/beleidsdomeinen/internationalisering/#tab_3

6

https://vlir.be/beleidsdomeinen/internationalisering/#tab_3


2.Presenting the HRA toolbox
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2.1.Scope of the HRA

• Only partnerships concluded with a document signed by the university as 
an institution

• All new partnerships and the renewal of ongoing partnerships (in all 
domains of the academic remit) with external partners (both academic and 
non-academic)

• Partnerships at national and international level

• No application at the level of country or a regime

8



2.2.What aspects of cooperation are subject to 
HRA? 
• Partner(s) in the cooperation: it is assessed whether the partner(s) has/have 

been guilty of serious and/or systematic human rights violations in the past
• E.g. university partners who systematically discriminate against certain persons on the basis of their 

gender, ethnicity, political opinion, nationality, religion, etc., for example by denying them access to 
university

• Activities of the cooperation: the extent to which the activities of the 
cooperation agreement could give rise to human rights violations is 
assessed
• E.g. activities for which child, forced or slave labour is used by the partner(s)

9



2.3.Who carries out the HRA and when ?

• As soon as possible during the preparatory process of new partnerships

• A shared responsibility between individual staff, research and education 
units, and central university units

• It is strongly recommended to set up a central human rights contact point 
in each university

10



2.4.Three HRA stages

• Stage 1: screening
• Carried out at decentralized level by individual staff or research/education unit

• If necessary turning to the Human Rights Contact Point for advice or more information

• Stage 2: scoping
• Activated only when screening raises one or more red flag(s)

• Carried out by the Human Rights Contact Point 

• Stage 3: consequences
• Activated only when red flag(s) remain(s) after scoping

• Carried out by the Human Rights Contact Point in consultation with individual staff or 
research/education unit

11



2.4.1.First stage: screening

• Staff are invited to apply the HRA:
• by examining the mission, vision and activities of the partner or by obtaining more 

detailed information about the partner

• by consulting a number of relevant websites, such as www.business-
humanrights.org or www.scholarsatrisk.org

• by answering a number of questions, which have been arranged in the form of an 
indicator diagram

12

http://www.business-humanrights.org/
http://www.scholarsatrisk.org/


Indicator diagram ©VLIR
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2.4.2.Second stage: scoping

• If stage 1 raised a red flag, the Human Rights Contact Point will carry out a 
more thorough analysis of the partner and/or the activities. 

• Scoping is mainly done by getting in touch with:
• The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Embassies abroad, European Union, United Nations, 

specialised human rights organisations, etc.

• Researchers or staff members who have had previous experience with the same 
partner or activity

14



2.4.3.Third stage: consequences

• If scoping brings to light issues of concern, the Human Rights Contact Point 
will discuss the potential consequences with the individual staff/unit.

• Possible consequences:
• Engage in dialogue, obtain more information

• Ask to adapt activities of the partner or change the planned activities of cooperation

• Completely remove activities and/or exclude the partner from cooperation

• University can withdraw as partner, or can decide not to start the new partnership

• If cooperation has more positive than negative characteristics, it might be advisable 
to continue the collaboration

15



3.The way forward
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3.1.What’s next ?

• All universities have been asked to implement the HRA recommendations 
and the accompanying HRA toolbox by the end of 2020

• VLIR will evaluate the level of implementation

• VLIR wishes to share the toolbox with all interested universities

• VLIR invites EUA to think about ways it could share strategic intelligence 
on human rights issues with its members.

17



3.2.Contact

www.vlir.be

koen.verlaeckt@vlir.be

Twitter: @vlirnws | @verlaeko
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http://www.vlir.be/
mailto:Koen.verlaeckt@vlir.be


Thank you for your attention

Find us on
UPCOMING WEBINARS: 

18-20 May: 2020 EUA Workshop on Academic Career 

Assessment in the Transition to Open Science


